0.1 Links to kama muta-evoking media

The Internet is full of content that has been posted, is viewed, and is liked precisely because it evokes kama muta. It’s easy to find by searching, e.g., ‘guaranteed to make you cry.’ Here are some of my favorites:

Videos
Soldier homecoming mix:  https://youtu.be/uSMlIM9zLio
Wall-E ending:  https://youtu.be/4KUBX5GwV3M
Sarah and Juan Extra Gum commercial:  https://youtu.be/XLpDiIVX0Wo
These three are among the many powerful commercials by Thanonchai Sornsriwichai:
   Unsung hero:  https://youtu.be/uaWA2GbcnJU
   Silence of love:  https://youtu/be/qZMX6HYY1M
   Giving:  https://youtu.be/31aIHmPC8uE

Photos
Teacher hugs pupil who survived tornado:  
https://www.oregonlive.com/kiddo/index.ssf/2013/05/oklahoma_tornado_schools_child.html

Reach out and touch someone AT&T ad:  http://ids.si.edu/deliveryService?id=NMAH-AC0059-0000236&max=1000

Audio
Martin Luther King, Jr, giving his "I Have a Dream" speech at the civil rights march on the mall in Washington, DC:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARrvvJV4th4

Additional videos that typically evoke kama muta are linked to our lab’s web site, kamamutalab.org. There are many thousands more all over YouTube and other social media.